This describes/poems (as verb)/feels the work that my client, Kate and I did in our ninth session.

**The clown with the hollow centre**

“I don’t hear the invisible voices, I hear the habitual voices, the ‘hand-me-down’ voices coming out of battered leather suitcases.”

Voices of good intention that are voices of harm – harming the speakers too – unbeknown to them.

Voices of fear, voices of compliance,

Voices of privilege, voices of whiteness, voices of anti-blackness

I’m a clown.

I can make people laugh, I can touch people

and inside is a hollow space

I used to fill it with alcohol and drugs

without those - the space sometimes panics -

and the visible voice shouts DRINK ME

from the Alice in Wonderland bottle:

‘drink me, shrink me’

*I have obeyed that voice for so long

and now I’m standing up to that voice,

tuning in to my voices that honour my choices,

acknowledging those voices, saying – in astonishment to those voices -

‘you care about me? You – might – love me?’

I question hesitantly.”
I wrote this in the Friends of KCC creative writing workshop, facilitated by Murmurations editors in May 2022, and then shared it in a small group on the final afternoon, I felt, content aside, that this might resonate with all of us, in our shared experience of being human...

As I wondered what to write, both the shared images and new images from the first day’s session became such a strong presence. I started to write. Reflecting on the experience of writing, it felt as if it somehow wrote itself.

The unseen voices began to be seen. It felt as if space had opened up to receive them.

During the tenth session I shared with Kate (pseudonym) that I had written this poem in a workshop and asked her if she would like to hear it. I was both ... aware of the risk: how would Kate respond to this? and ... knowing that it was so much part of our work that I could dare.

She said that she would and I read it to her and emailed her a copy. I later invited Kate to share her reflections:

“\textit{I cried! Hand me down voices resonated strongly and by the time I got to the lines drink me, shrink me my face was wet with tears. After reading your poem I felt seen. The}
poem captured everything we’d been talking about. The imagery evoked in the title itself got me. ‘How did she know that was me, a clown with a hollow centre! The imagery of the battered old suitcases of habitual voices really resonated with me. I thought about the vintage suitcases I use in my show.”

I later found this quote by John Shotter (2006), “We have to let the others and otherness around us ‘teach’ us how to relate to them; we have to let the otherness of the other enter us and make us other than we already are.” This quote reminded me of what I have written above, before sharing the poem, about shared human experience: I feel that I have acknowledged my vulnerability in the poem. And Marilena Karamatsouki (2019, p. 35) writes how her story of practice includes “being reflexive – both self-reflexive, as I share my experience and include myself in the process, and relationally reflexive, as I take into account my client’s experience of therapy and how she perceives me.” If, with “rational mind”, I would have thought about writing about my practice/ a session in this way = no way. By participating in the FoKCC creative writing workshop - I was able to park “rational mind” and connect with imagery and metaphor.
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